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Comments to the editors (additional comments to the authors may be attached on a separate unsigned sheet): Thiacalixarenes: radiation stability and Eu/Am extraction in synergistic systems with COSANs,

by I. Špendlíková, J. John, V. Čuba, J. Jirásek, P. Lhoták

The manuscript can be regarded as a pilot study addressing issues connected with the chemical and radiation stability of two different thiacalixarenes designed for Am/Eu extraction. The results represent an important point for future considerations about usability of compounds in further development of the process. A wide series of conditions has been selected for the determinations of the distribution ratios that included three types of synergic mixtures with differently protected COSAN molecules, three different types of solvents and two different sources of irradiation. Data from determination of extraction efficiency are compared with shown in parallel with quantitative analysis by HPLC. Therefore, the subject of this MS and selected methodology deserves positive evaluation and the article is ideally suited for acceptance in the Special Issue of the Journal Radioanalytical and Nuclear Chemistry. Nevertheless, both handling of the data and clarity of their presentation would have to be carefully improved before final acceptance of the manuscript. Also, some minor points outlined below would be adequately addressed.

Major points:
The use of COSAN acids in aqueous phase is quite unusual; apparently a large part of this ion is extracted into organic phase immediately after contact. Authors would give some comments why this approach was selected and also carefully point out this in any part of the text for improving clarity and legibility. Particular care have to be paid for definitions what was the synergic mixture and what was the solution of the calixarene alone; expressions using only abbreviations T1 and T2 seem ambivalent and not sufficient in this case.

P4, Results and discussion, 3rd paragraph, last three lines and Tab. 1: Little or no influence of D values on COSAN substitution would correspond to the expected behaviour and also data given on the last two lines seems to indicate this. However, these data are not presented in Tab. 1. Surprisingly enough, large differences exist between the data given in the first row only for the COSAN derivatives alone, i.e. apparently without thiacalixarene. This is quite unexpected and should be adequately revised or explained. Table 1: High D values above 103 have little meaning, but their presentation as >103 seems still better than triple plus +++. Of course, a better solution could be, if the experiments were conducted with more diluted solutions to get D values into a reasonable range. The data for D equal or lower than 10 would be given in their real measured values.
Tab. 1 captions: concentration for COSAN solution should be given here.

P5: Radiolytic stability. 1st paragraph: Essential information about original concentrations and if the calixarenes were irradiated without contact of with presence of the aqueous phase and with/without presence of COSAN would improve legibility. From Fig. 2 captions follows that the samples were in contact with the aqueous phase containing chlorinated COSAN, but this is not stated in the Experimental part.

Conclusions: 1.3: Considering high demands on robust properties of compounds designed as extractants for the reprocessing of spent fuel, 75% degradation observed for T2 upon standing in solution in neat solvent (or in contact?) can hardly be seen as only "slight" instability.

Minor points:

Introduction:
1st Paragraph, last line: The abbreviation "COSAN" should be explained.

When calix[4]arenes are discussed in parallel, a short description of their extraction properties with some relevant references would also appear here.

The symbols T1 and T2 are somehow in clash with T defined later for gross area. Better seems to use e.g. systems A and B or calix1 and calix2, etc.

3rd, paragraph, L5: Giving dose and source would provide better information for the observed 90% degradations.

4th Paragraph, last sentence: The statement about lower stability in halogenated solvents is in contradiction with the previous paragraph and results presented in this article. Apparently, this depends on particular extractant and its reactivity towards reactive particles formed from solvent by radiation. Either this sentence should be omitted or moved to the preceding paragraph and adequately supported by references on published results.

Experimental
1st paragraph, L4/5: Typically used term is conjugated acids of cobalt bis(dicarbollide)(1-) ion. Their formula is usually written as (H3O)((1,2-C2B9H11)2-3,3'-Co)]nH2O. Used abbreviation CCl and
CBr may rather imply considerations about halogenated hydrocarbons. For avoiding this, abbreviations like CbCl, CCB, BrCB can be found in the literature. The word acid should be omitted from L4 for clarity; caesium salts of different COSAN derivatives were purchased from which stock solutions of the conjugated acids of a formula... have been prepared. Last part of the last paragraph would be merged with this text.

3rd Paragraph, last two lines: Chromatographic conditions and details on quantitative analysis should be described here; in particular: composition of buffer used for HPLC separation and method of detection, standards, calibration, injection statistics and reliability.

Results and discussion
P4, 2nd paragraph, last line: The formula MeH(T2)CCl4 can imply that this is metal (or methyl?) hydride complex. If the slope was measured for Am, the formulation would correspond to Am(T2)(CbCl)4- or Am(H3O)(T2)(CbCl)4, if a need for charge compensation by a proton is assumed. However presence of four anions in the extracted particle might indicate more complex pathways.

P4, 3rd paragraph, L1: The statement about three COSAN molecules is apparently incorrect, this should be replaced with: three different types of COSAN derivatives or: parent and two different halogenated COSANS, etc. The same corrections should be made on L5. L3: a literature reference on T2/CbCl system is missed.
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